RSBHCWT: Re-Sampling Binary Hex Code Windowing Technique to Enhance Target Detection
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1. Introduction

Radar system uses the transmission of the electromagnetic signal and receives the return echoes received from the target, to determine the range and velocity of the target in terms of delay and frequency shift from the transmitted pulses. The received echoed signals are processed using match filtering technique with the transmitted signal at different desired delay to generate a setback Doppler record. The ultimate outcome of match filtering technique is frequently described as a thumbtack shape, with maximum amplitude at the exact delay depicting the range of the target from the radar but introduce unwanted side lobes at various delays and Doppler. Efforts have been made to reduce these side lobes using techniques like Barker codes, minimum peak side lobes codes etc. By the use of certain special coding techniques one can minimize the effect of side lobes at certain areas of Doppler plan up to certain limit. However this may not always be true, as the received signal echo is weak and also has Doppler shift, target may be masked if it will occur within the range side lobe of a huge returns. Golay proposed an approach called Golay complementary sequences in which the author proved that the sum of the auto correlation of Golay complementary sequences vanishes at every non-zero digit delays. This indicates that the sum of the uncertainty functions (composite uncertainty function) of the Golay code sequences is free from lobs along with the zero Doppler line. This does not permit unambiguous range imaging. This methodology makes the sequences ideal for radar range imaging for static targets. However in a real world practices, a major setback exists to adopt such type of complementary sequences in radar system. As the ideal auto correlation property of such sequences are very much sensitive to Doppler shift. At the non-zero Doppler shifts; the combined uncertainty function of complementary sequences can have large effect of side lobs masking actual targets in various delays. This doesn't allow unambiguous range imaging. All most all such sequences include several complimentary sequences and poly-phase sequences undergo same problem of higher side lobes at Doppler frequency shifts for practical
targets. Some of the common examples of poly-phase sequences that show some acceptance to Doppler are frank sequence $p_1, p_2, p_3$ and $p_4$ sequences and $p(n,k)$ sequences. Also some of the sub complementary codes is another type, which is very near to complementary codes. Such type of code sequences has some tolerance against Doppler. However they are not simple to be generated. No doubt PTM sequence get window at zero Doppler, however the size of the window is small, difficult to detect the target at various Doppler’s caused due to practical moving targets, and consume more power, as re-sampling starts from single bit. Therefore cannot be used effectively.

So in this paper a novel technique is being presented to improve the target detection probability for multiple moving targets using windowing approach. This technique is simple but very much effective to enhance the SNR and power of the received echoes, by the use of Re-Sampling Binary Hex Code windowing Technique (RBHCWT). In this approach we minimize the effect of noise at desired Doppler and increase the size of the window at the desired Doppler. This approach can be very much effective to detect the position of the moving targets at various ranges at effective Doppler for vide range of delays. Proposed an approach called Complementary Code Matrix (CCM), in which the authors construct a matrix having the ability to make the aperiodic autocorrelation side lobes to zero. However this approach does not perform well for moving targets. In the authors presented a code based on “pushing sequences” to generate wave forms, in which almost all ambiguity functions are free from side lobes. Such approaches works on frequency hopping at very rapid velocity, so in general these approaches cannot eliminate side lobes for all ranges within a Doppler interval. Proposed a method for constructing radar waveforms by the use of PAM and OFDAM techniques, which are free from side lobes. However the complexity of the algorithm increased in case of multiple targets, which increases delay and is not suitable for fast moving targets. Also use PTM, oversampled PTMs and Golay sampled PTM codes to create windows at Doppler frequencies. However these Doppler windows were very small for which range is clear for all delays. Phase coded Pulse waveforms seems to be very high-quality substitutes for radar waveforms, as they present high time-bandwidth product. Such coding techniques have stable modulus and can be simply developed and used for radar waveforms. Several such radar waveforms have already been presented earlier with high-quality autocorrelation and cross correlation properties. Such waveforms are particularly considered for getting excellent delay and Doppler response characteristics. However care has not been taken to get spatial resolution characteristics. But this drawback can be overcome with the help of proper scheming of the phase coded waveforms by optimizing the MIMO uncertainty function, which improves the delay, Doppler and also take care to get the unique property of the resolution characteristics. The authors estimate the side lobs levels as a criterion to use the radar in noisy environment. In this approach the authors use wide band binary wave forms for transmission; however this approach did not reduce the effect of side lobs, which results in poor response to detect the moving targets. The writer modifies the match filtering technique to reduce the effect of side lobes. This approach enhances the quality of service of radar if the targets are stationary. But if the targets are moving this approach increases the complexity, which increases delay. Proposed a performance evaluation for target detection in Blackout conditions. However this model works well only when the target is stationary, so cannot have optimal use for moving target detection. The proposed phased MIMO radar for improvement in target detection by exploiting coherence signal processing gain and waveform diversity. However this particular approach fails to find multiple moving targets.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 proposed approaches has been discussed in detail. In section 3 we present the simulation results and conclusion of paper is discussed in section 4.

2. Proposed Approach

In this approach we use the equal weighted binary hex codes (four digit binary codes) up to decimal value of 15 (i.e. 0 - 15) for simplicity and to reduce power by combining 4 bits (Hex Code) together and then resample the code. Also equal weighted hex will reduce the D.C. component as well as make it compatible over physical channel. So the total such codes will be six from 0 to 16. This approach is simple, but very much effective to detect the multiple moving targets. Our approach increases the amplitude of main lobe and also decreases the amplitudes of the side lobes to increase the SNR of radar signal and resulted in creating number of Doppler windows.
Initially we consider an input sequence of equal weighted binary hex codes of decimal numbers from 0-15 which are divisible by three. So the sequence can be represented as

\[ X = 3 \]

where \( X \) is 3 and \( i = 1 \) to \( N \) (1)

The remaining missing decimal numbers of equal weight from 0-15 can be calculated from the equation

\[ Y = \frac{I_T + L_T}{I_T} \]

where \( I_T \) is the first term of the above series i.e. 3 and \( L_T \) is the last decimal numbers of the series calculated from equation 1 i.e. 12.

And the next decimal number can be calculated as

\[ C = 2Y \]

We increase all equal weighted hex codes up to the length of 256 bits to get very good signal to noise ratio by using our approach (i.e. RBHCWT). There sampling was done by appending the complementary code at every stage with the main code using Complementary Coding Technique (CCT). The code can be further increased for optimization for particular resolution and signal to noise ration.

Mathematically the length of the code word can be calculated as

\[ L = (P)^4 \]

where \( L \) = hex code length (i.e. 4).

Above result reveals that the length of the starting code word is 4 bits and can be represented as

\[ S_{CW} = H_{C1} \]

Let \( H_{C1} = 0011 \) Then

\[ S_{C2} = H_{C1} \overline{H_{C1}} \]

The next code word can be represented as

\[ S_{C3} = S_{C2} S_{C2} \]

This process continues till the length of the code word reaches the final value (i.e. 256 bits) or

\[ L = (P)^4 \] by the use of CCT and we get the final code word and can be represented as

\[ S_{Cn} = S_{C(n-1)} S_{C(n-1)} \]

By the use of equations 5, 6, 7 and 8 we get the final code word whose starting hex code (i.e. \( H_{C1} \)) is 0011. Similarly other codes for reaming set of hex code series can be generated. All the 6 hex codes in the final code formation (i.e. up to 256 bits length) are tested for target detection using mat lab simulation tool.

3. Simulation Results

We analyze the results with the help of mat lab. Figure 1 to Figure 6 shows the variation of Delay with respect to Doppler, whose starting hex codes are 0011, 0101, 0110, 1001, 1010, and 1100. The length of all codes increases up to 256 bits with the help of BRSHCWT (see, Eq. 5, 6, 7, and 8). Use of these codes have resulted in very large windows where the noise is almost 90 db down and the targets can be easily detected for the entire delay covering the complete range of the radar. The detection at specified Doppler and any minor variation of the Doppler does not affect the detection process which is almost free from range side lobes. For major portion of practical Doppler the detection and continuous tracking is possible without hindrance. Also after main window we are getting number of windows one after another and only on some spot frequencies the side lobe is above 0.2 db.
From all six figures we observe that if two consecutive values of either zeros or ones at the starting or ending of starting hex code of the binary re sampled hex coding technique the variation of delay versus Doppler will be little bit effected by the side lobs. The side lobes are prominent at certain spot Doppler frequencies in the complete range of Doppler shifts. The results are best with 0101 and 1010 where for large windows of Doppler frequencies the side lobes are below 90 db down giving very good detection for the entire range of the radar. For the codes having two similar bits at the middle of starting hex code of RBHCWT the results are good for the general Doppler frequencies under consideration for practical targets and have clear windows for the complete range of radar.
4. Conclusion

In radar transmission, improved Quality of Service can be obtained by minimizing the effect of the side lobes, so that the size of the window should be increased over a large extent to get a desired Doppler. In this paper, we presented a mathematical model to compute the sequence of weighted binary hex codes. We also presented simulation results, which demonstrate that with the use of weighted binary hex codes the percentage of side lobes decreases and on the same time percentage of getting huge window size is also increases thereby, reduction in the noise. This paper also increases the peak of the main lobe, which increases the signal strength to detect the moving target with a minimal delay.
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